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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the relationships between genetic diversity, environmental 
parameters, and fitness in walleye {Sander vitreus: Percidae), as well as the influences of 
natural and anthropogenic factors on walleye population structure across the province of 
Ontario. 11 selectively neutral microsatellite DNA loci were used to characterize the genetic 
diversity and population structure of 46 populations of walleye. Genetic diversity estimates 
(observed heterozygosity (Ho), mean square allelic distance (d^), and Wright’s inbreeding 
coefficient (Fis)) revealed high levels of genetic diversity. The relationships observed 
between lake parameters and population genetic diversity revealed positive relationships 
between lake surface area, growing degree days, number of species, and hatchery 
supplementation versus H q and d .^ The only significant positive correlation observed 
between life history traits and genetic diversity was early growth rate versus H q for male and 
female walleye. The relationship between Fis and male early growth rate was significant (p < 
0 .0 1 ) and marginally non -  significant for females (p= 0.06), and both relationships had 
negative slopes, indicative of inbreeding effects. No significant relationships were observed 
for d  ^with any life history trait.
A moderate level of population differentiation (Fst = 0.155, 95% Cl 0.125 - 0.185) 
exists among the 46 walleye populations. AMO VA revealed that among populations, the 
variance explained by within primary drainage basins (14.3 %) was more than 10 times of the 
variance explained by among drainage basins (1.2 %). Neighbour-joining cluster analysis 
did not show strong clustering of populations within drainage basins, but it did show a 
distinct pattern of population division into northern vs. southern clades. Geographic 
patterning of differentiation among four of the five primary drainage basins could not be
111
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explained by the isolation-by-distance model. Results of genotype assignments indicated that 
gene flow was likely occurring through natural as well as anthropogenic means. The genetic 
structure of Ontario’s walleye populations is being influenced by hatchery supplementation; 
overall population differentiation for walleye among the 23 sampled hatchery lakes (F st 
=0.142; 95% Cl = 0.117 -  0.166) and 23 non-hatchery supplemented lakes (Fst = 0.167; 95% 
Cl = 0.131 -  0.202) were significantly different (t = -5.2, df = 504, p < 0.001). The results of 
this study provides evidence for gene flow among populations and that Ontario walleye are 
not exhibiting equilibrium conditions between drift and migration. These results have 
implications for understanding the relative importance of natural and anthropogenic factors 
in defining genetic diversity among populations.
IV
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Chapter 1 
General Introduction
Genetic diversity is the raw material that evolution acts upon to define a species over 
time; the greater the genetic diversity within a species the greater the potential for a species 
to evolve in a changing environment (Haiti and Clarke, 1997). Genetic diversity is deemed 
critical for the conservation and long-term survival of a population because it provides the 
resources to maintain high levels of fitness and long-term potential to adapt to ongoing 
environmental change (Frankel and Soule, 1981). Variation in genetic diversity among 
populations results from a combination of ecological factors, environmental stochastic 
events, mating systems, and various genetic processes (i.e. gene flow, genetic drift, and 
natural selection) that influence the genetic composition and structure of a population (Roff 
and DeRose, 2001). Such environmental and genetic processes change the allelic frequencies 
within populations, such that gene flow tends to make populations more similar whereas 
random genetic drift typically results in differentiation among populations. On the other 
hand, natural selection changes allelic frequencies by acting on phenotypes within a 
population; allele frequencies change as the best suited genotypes survive preferentially and 
those of less well suited genotypes will decrease from generation to generation. Populations 
that exhibit low levels of genetic diversity are thought to be potentially limited in their ability 
to respond evolutionarily to changing environmental conditions, hence resulting in reduced 
long-term population viability (Amos and Harwood, 1998). Correlations between genetic 
diversity and fitness are interpreted as evidence for the direct effect of genetic diversity on 
fitness, where individuals / populations with low levels of genetic diversity (increased 
homozygosity) will be relatively unfit compared to individuals / populations with higher
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levels of genetic diversity. Therefore, it is essential to quantify the amount and distribution 
of genetic diversity across the geographical range of a species and to identify possible factors 
that may influence genetic diversity in populations so as to facilitate effective conservation 
and management of species at risk.
It is not always clear what effect genetic drift has on the genetic structure o f a species 
over time, and studies are generally designed to describe population genetic structure among 
spatially separated populations. Environmental processes can impact the genetic diversity of 
populations through its effects on gene flow, genetic drift, and natural selection, where 
environmental heterogeneity and differences in selection pressures among habitats will result 
in genetic differentiation among populations. For example, spatially limited habitats should 
be occupied by smaller populations and thus exhibit lower genetic diversity due to drift and 
inbreeding (see Yamamoto et al., 2004). Likewise, the productivity of a habitat is expected 
to have an effect on population size since higher productivity can support a greater numbers 
of individuals (Rigler, 1977), and hence higher levels o f genetic diversity. Since 
environmental factors may modify genetic diversity correlations, they must have a role in 
shaping the overall population genetic structure within a species. Thus, population size is 
likely an important factor for short term survival since small populations are likely more 
susceptible to stochastic events (i.e. environmental, catastrophic; Frankham, 1995).
Stochastic events reducing a population’s size would have a greater effect on the genetic 
diversity of smaller populations since they would be more vulnerable to genetic bottleneck 
effects that would rapidly reduce genetic diversity, which would result in the fixation of 
deleterious alleles due to genetic drift and increased inbreeding events (Luikart et al., 1998).
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All things being equal, smaller populations generally exhibit lower levels of genetic 
diversity than larger populations (Amos and Harwood, 1998). Small populations that are 
reproductively isolated are more likely to be subject to increased inbreeding events, which 
will result in increased homozygosity and loss of alleles (Haiti and Clarke, 1997). Increased 
homozygosity will lead to increased expression of deleterious alleles and negatively affect 
fitness (i.e. inbreeding depression) since related individuals are more likely to share the same 
recessive allele than would unrelated individuals. Whereas large randomly mating 
populations exhibit higher levels of genetic diversity as a result of mating between unrelated 
individuals within a population (outbreeding), however progeny from outbreeding between 
genetically distant parents may experience a loss of fitness (“outbreeding depression”; 
Frankham, 1995). Outbreeding depression is attributed to the loss of local adaptation due to 
the mixing of genomes that evolved within differing environments and / or the disruption of 
co-evolved gene interactions (Templeton, 1986).
Numerous studies have attempted to correlate genetic diversity with measures of 
evolutionary fitness (see references in Chapter 2). Fitness is defined as the ability to survive 
to reproductive age and produce viable offspring. Generally, fitness is very difficult to 
directly measure (Steams, 1992); hence surrogate life history traits that are closely related to 
fitness are often used. For example, fitness traits related to reproduction (fecundity), survival 
(mortality, hatching rates), and growth (length at age, early growth rate) can be measured at 
the individual or population level. The relationships between life history trait values and 
genetic diversity measures can be examined at the individual level (the number of 
heterozygous loci per individual) and at the population level using comparisons of mean 
population genetic diversity and life history traits among two or more populations (Wang et
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a l, 2002). Correlations between measures of fitness and genetic diversity measures (i.e. 
heterozygosity, mean squared allelic distance, Wright’s F-statistics) can be useful to infer 
inbreeding or outbreeding depression effects (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1999). If 
these relationships are common, the reduction of genetic diversity and the loss of fitness has 
significant implications for conservation and long-term persistence of species at risk.
Across the geographical range of many species, spatial, temporal, and behavioral 
reproductive isolation contribute to the observed genetic diversity and structure among 
individual populations. The consequence of reproductive isolation is that genetic divergence 
among populations is dependent upon the rate of migration (gene flow) between populations 
(Amos and Harwood, 1998). When gene flow among populations is sufficiently high, the 
genetic differentiation between populations is low, however when gene flow among 
populations is restricted, isolated populations exhibit greater genetic differentiation due 
genetic drift and natural selection (Slatkin, 1993). Anthropogenic impacts can also 
contribute to the population structure through artificial gene flow (e.g. hatchery 
supplementation or unauthorized introductions) or by restricting gene flow (e.g. habitat 
fragmentation or local population extirpation). Ultimately, environmental and anthropogenic 
factors are both important contributors to observed genetie diversity and structure, although 
few studies have specifically examined either for impacts on multiple populations (see 
Brunner et al., 1998; Gatt et al., 2002; Gastric and Bematchez, 2003).
Among-population genetic divergence is usually described in terms of population 
structure, based on genetic distances and differentiation indexes (i.e. the fixation index, F st)- 
These measures are used to describe genetic relationships among populations by comparing 
the frequency of nuclear alleles or mtDNA haplotypes among populations. As populations
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become isolated from one another, the more differentiated they will likely become due to 
drift and/or selection, hence we can group and compare populations based on relative genetic 
distances to form clusters of populations that are closely related (i.e. sharing of more recent 
common ancestors). Estimating genetic divergence and phylogeographic relationships 
among populations is useful to describe relationships among populations and provide insight 
into the ecology and conservation priorities of a species.
Genetic structure can be partitioned into within- and among-population components. 
The driving factors behind the observed population genetic divergence within a species are 
not always clear, but phylogeographic patterns can be used to infer the differing effects of 
natural, historical, and anthropogenic effects on the current geographic and population 
genetic structure of a species (Bematchez and Wilson, 1998). For example, post glacial 
colonization by aquatic species would have been limited to the habitats made available as the 
glaciers retreated, and landscape features would impose restrictive barriers to gene flow 
between the new populations. Over time, population differentiation would occur as 
opportunities for gene flow are constrained by the limited connectivity between aquatic 
habitats. Such processes are particularly important to consider when evaluating the current 
population genetic structure of aquatic species in the Northern Hemisphere (Gastric et ah, 
2001). On the other hand, the population genetic stmcture of a species may also be 
influenced by anthropogenic effects, such as hatchery supplementation (i.e. stocking of 
artificially reared fish) events, which may reduce population differentiation by genetically 
homogenizing the genetic structure among populations (Miller and Senanan, 2003). As 
isolated populations experience drift and genetic bottlenecks over time, they will beeome 
fixed for alternate alleles at some loci, and artificial gene flow, through the introduction of
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non-native fish, will lead to an artificial increase in the level of genetic diversity within the 
target population. To ensure both the short- and long-term genetic adaptation within a species 
(i.e. local adaptations, maintaining genetic diversity), both within- and among-population 
genetie diversity needs to be maintained.
This thesis focuses on the relationships between genetic diversity, environmental 
parameters, and fitness in walleye (Sander vitreus: Percidae), as well as the influences of 
natural and anthropogenic factors on walleye population structure across the province of 
Ontario. Walleye are commonly found in freshwater and sometimes brackish waters. In 
North America, walleye occupy the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes, Arctic, and Mississippi River 
basins and range from Quebec to Northwest Territories, and south to Alabama, Mississippi, 
and Arkansas, in addition to introductions elsewhere in the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific 
drainages (Scott and Crossman, 1998). Spawning occurs in the spring or early summer and 
takes place in a variety of lake habitats (i.e. rocky reefs, gravel beds, submerged vegetation) 
and stream headwaters or riffle areas (Jennings et al., 1996; Scott and Crossman, 1998). 
Larvae emerge within 1-3 weeks, depending on latitude and water temperature, and disperse 
to lentic areas until moving into deeper water habitats (Stepien and Faber, 1998); adult 
walleye have been observed to exhibit a migratory behaviour and may migrate as far as 160 
kilometres between habitats (Becker, 1983; Jennings et al., 1996). Males sexually mature 
after 2-4 years while females mature after 3-8 years (Colby and Nepszy, 1981; Scott and 
Crossman 1998).
This thesis incorporates two separate investigations regarding genetic diversity and 
structure of inland lake populations of walleye in Ontario. Chapter 2 addresses the 
relationships between selected physical habitat parameters and three selected measures of
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population genetic diversity. Chapter 2 also examines the relationships between the 
population genetic diversity estimates and life history traits closely associated with fitness as 
a means to investigate inbreeding and outbreeding effects across the sampled populations. 
Chapter 3 examines the population genetic structure of walleye in Ontario, and tests for 
potential natural and anthropogenic gene flow that would influence the population structure 
among the sampled populations. The approach of this study is novel in that it utilizes eleven 
microsatellite loci to conduct a detailed analysis of the fine scale genetic diversity and 
structure within and among 46 walleye populations across a broad spatial range. This study 
provides information critical for the effective conservation and management of not only 
Ontario walleye, but for all northern freshwater species of fish, since environmental and 
anthropogenic effects on genetic diversity and potential inbreeding or outbreeding depression 
across populations are demonstrated.
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Chapter 2 
Inbreeding, outbreeding and environmental effects on genetic diversity 
in 46 walleye (Sander vitreus) populations. 
Abstract
Genetic diversity is recognized as an important population attribute for both conservation and 
evolutionary purposes; however, the functional relationships between the environment, 
genetic diversity, and fitness-related traits are poorly understood. Few empirical studies have 
examined if  relationships exist among those parameters at the population level, across a 
broad geographic range. We initially examined relationships between seleeted lake 
parameters and population genetic diversity measures in 46 walleye (Sander vitreus) 
populations across the province of Ontario, Canada, and then tested for relationships between 
six life history traits (relative fecundity, gonadosomatic index, early growth rate, condition 
factor, total length, mortality) that are closely related to fitness (growth, reproductive 
investment, and mortality) and genetic diversity measures ( 1 1  microsatellite loci; 
heterozygosity, d ,^ and Wright’s inbreeding coefficient). Positive relationships were 
observed between lake surface area, growing degree days, number of speeies, and hatchery 
supplementation versus genetic diversity. Walleye early growth rate was the only life history 
trait significantly correlated with population heterozygosity in both males and females. The 
relationship between Fis and male early growth rate was significant (p < 0 .0 1 ) and marginally 
non -  significant for females (p= 0.06), and both relationships had negative slopes indicative 
of inbreeding depression. No significant relationships were observed for d  ^and any life 
history trait. Stepwise regression models showed that surface area and heterozygosity had a
11
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significant effect on female early growth rate, while hatchery supplementation, surface area 
and heterozygosity had a significant effect on male early growth rate. Population 
heterozygosity and Fis proved better estimators of mean population genetic variability than 
population mean d  ^to assess inbreeding effects, while population mean d  ^was a better 
metric to determine the effects of lake parameters and hatchery supplementation on genetic 
diversity. The significant positive relationship between lake parameters and hatchery 
supplementation versus genetic diversity suggests the presence of inbreeding effects, but no 
evidence of outbreeding was observed. However, the weak relationships between genetic 
diversity and life history traits indicate that inbreeding and outbreeding depression are not yet 
seriously impacting Ontario walleye populations.
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Introduction
Genetic variation provides the heritable genetic resource that serves as the basis for 
evolutionary change, and loss of genetic diversity may, over time, negatively impact a 
population’s viability. Variation in genetic diversity among populations results from a 
combination of ecological factors, environmental stochastic events, mating systems, and 
various genetic processes (i.e. gene flow, population bottlenecks, and genetic drift) that 
influences the genetic composition and population structure of a species (Roff and DeRose, 
2001). Alternatively, changes in allele frequencies within a population resulting from 
selection can alter the genetic characteristics o f a population and serves as a basis for local 
adaptation (Haiti and Clark, 1997). Genetic variation has a critical role in the long-term 
viability of a population that manifests in its ability to persist and adapt to a stochastic 
environment (Lande and Shannon, 1996). Where populations are relatively small and 
isolated, long -  term viability and the ability to adapt to stochastic environmental events may 
be compromised since genetie variation decreases as the likelihood of inbreeding events 
increase (Frankham, 1995b). On the other hand, outbreeding occurring between unrelated 
individuals is expected to increase genetic variation and ultimately, increase the fitness of 
offspring (heterosis) or result in lower offspring fitness (outbreeding depression)
(Westemeier et al., 1998). Still, specific changes in fitness resulting from inbreeding or 
outbreeding may vary since progeny fitness is dependent upon both the genetic architecture 
of a population as well as environmental influences on particular genotypes (Hedrick and 
Kalinkowski, 2000). Therefore, the long-term maintenance of genetic diversity, and possibly 
long-term population persistence, requires an understanding of environmental and mating 
system effects.
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Various environmental factors, both natural and anthropogenic, have been shown to 
affect genetic diversity. Habitat size has been used as a surrogate for population size and, all 
things being equal, the genetie diversity o f a population in a relatively smaller habitat should 
be lower than in populations occupying larger habitats (Heath et ah, 2002; Ihssen et al.,
1988; Yamamoto et al., 2004). In addition to habitat size, habitat quality may also impact 
genetic diversity among populations; the carrying capacity of northern lake habitats is 
relatively low and characterized by a shorter growing season and lower aquatic productivity 
relative to southern lakes (Rigler, 1977). The lower carrying capacity of northern lakes is 
therefore expected to result in smaller populations, and ultimately lead to an expectation of 
lower genetic diversity. In addition, supplementing a population with hatchery-reared fish 
can inflate genetic diversity relative to unstocked lakes. Reproduction between wild and 
hatchery individuals in a population ean, depending on the genetic background of the 
introduced fish, alter the genetic architecture of the population through the introduction of 
novel alleles, and the genetic homogenization of stocked populations (Largiadèr and Scholl, 
1995). Thus, the combination of natural and anthropogenic effects can impact genetic 
diversity through changes in the likelihood of inbreeding (i.e. small population size or 
genetic bottlenecks) or outbreeding (i.e. hatchery supplementation).
Regardless of the cause, inbreeding results in a loss of genetic variation through 
matings between related individuals (Wang et al., 2002) and any resulting loss of fitness due 
to inbreeding is commonly referred to as inbreeding depression. Numerous studies provide 
empirical evidence of inbreeding depression within small populations of laboratory and 
captive organisms (see review in Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987) as well as in wild 
populations (Coltman et al., 1998; Marshall and Spalton, 2000; see reviews in DeRose and
14
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Roff, 1999; Cmokrak and Roff, 1999). Two genetic mechanisms for inbreeding depression 
have been proposed: 1 ) an increased frequency of the expression of homozygous deleterious 
recessive alleles reduces fitness (i.e. dominance hypothesis; Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 
1987), and 2) heterozygosity at specific gene loci is intrinsically beneficial (heterozygote 
superiority), hence the loss of genome-wide heterozygosity due to inbreeding reduces fitness 
(i.e. overdominance hypothesis; Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987). Regardless of the 
actual mechanism, the impact of inbreeding depression on life history traits that are closely 
related to fitness can be dramatic (see DeRose and Roff, 1999).
Outbreeding, the mating of genetically distant related individuals, has been used to 
artificially increase genetic variation and fitness for species exhibiting obvious inbreeding 
depression (e.g. Roelke et al., 1993; Westemeier et al., 1998). Although outbreeding 
increases the overall genetic diversity of offspring in genetically depauperate populations, 
progeny from outbreeding events may alternatively experience a loss of fimess (“outbreeding 
depression”; Frankham, 1995a). Outbreeding depression is suspected to result from: 1) a loss 
of local adaptation due to the mixing of genomes that evolved independently in accordance to 
different native environments (Phillip and Claussen, 1995), and/or 2) the disruption of 
beneficial gene interactions that have co-evolved (i.e. coadapted gene complexes; Lynch, 
1991). Evidence for outbreeding depression in natural populations is limited, but indirect 
evidence has been reported in mammals (Marshall and Spalton, 2000) and fish (Phillip and 
Whitt, 1991; Neff, 2004), while direct evidence for outbreeding depression has been reported 
in plants (Waser and Price, 1989) and fish (Gharrett et al., 1999). Most of those studies 
showed that offspring displaying extreme levels of genetic diversity exhibited lower fitness- 
related life history traits (e.g. survival, fecundity) than individuals with intermediate levels of
15
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genetic diversity. Therefore, significant correlations (either positive or negative) between 
genetic diversity and individual fitness may result from either inbreeding or outbreeding 
within a population (Neff, 2004).
Fitness is often defined as the ability to survive to reproductive age and produce 
viable offspring, but is generally very difficult to measure directly (Steams, 1992). Thus, life 
history traits that are directly related to fitness (i.e. reproduction, survival, and growth) are 
often used as surrogate measures of fitness. Since inbreeding is expected to result in a loss of 
heterozygosity and reduced fitness, it is expected to generate correlations between 
heterozygosity and fitness trait measures (Tsitrone ef a/., 2001). Numerous studies have 
reported heterozygosity-fitness correlation for a variety of organisms including marine 
molluscs (e.g. Pogson and Zouros, 1994), fish (e.g. Heath ef aL, 2002; Knaepkens et ah,
2002; Borrell et al., 2004), mammals (e.g. Coulson et al., 1998), and plants (e.g. Fischer and 
Matthies, 1998). However, several studies have provided evidence that these relationships 
are not universal (e.g.: Rowe et al., 1999; for review see Wang et ah, 2002). In addition, a 
review by David (1998) indicated that correlations between heterozygosity and surrogate 
fitness measures can vary among species as well as among studies of the same species. A 
meta-analysis concluded that correlations between heterozygosity and fitness measures 
generally exhibited weak or non-significant relationships (Britten, 1996). Nevertheless, a 
detailed analysis of the correlations between measures of fitness and genetic diversity can be 
useful to infer inbreeding or outbreeding depression effects (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 
1999).
Although numerous analyses of heterozygosity-fitness correlations have been 
conducted at the individual fish level (e.g.: Thelen and Allendorf, 2001; Heath et al., 2002;
16
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Borrell et a l, 2004), few investigations comparing genetic diversity and fitness related life 
history traits among populations have been reported (i.e.: Knaepkens et a l,  2002; Shikano 
and Taniguchi, 2002). Since inbreeding is typically a population level effect, a comparison 
of population level genetic diversity and/or inbreeding measures should provide a powerful 
test for inbreeding or outbreeding depression. No analysis of this type has yet been 
conducted among multiple populations across a broad geographic range of natural fish 
populations.
This study examines the relationships between genetic diversity (estimated using 11 
microsatellite loci) and selected lake parameters chosen to reflect habitat size (lake surface 
area), habitat productivity (growing degree days and number of species), and hatchery 
supplementation among Ontario, Canada walleye {Sander vitreus) populations. Walleye 
inhabit a wide variety of freshwater habitats across North America and exhibit a high degree 
of variability in life history traits (Colby and Nepszy, 1981 ; Scott and Crossman, 1998; 
Henderson and Morgan, 2002). Although few population genetic studies have been 
published for walleye, walleye populations that are geographically separated have been 
shown to be genetically distinct (Ihssen and Martin, 1995; Billington and Strange, 1995) 
hence individual populations likely represent independent genetic groups. We further 
examine the relationship between genetic diversity and life history traits reflecting growth, 
reproduction and mortality, all critical components of lifetime fitness. Simple and multiple 
regression analyses are used to examine the relationships between lake parameters and 
genetic diversity as well as the relationships between genetic diversity and life history traits 
among the 46 Ontario walleye populations. Such an approach will allow us to measure 
environmental effects on genetic diversity, and in turn, determine if the variation in genetic
17
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diversity associated with environmental variation is translated into inbreeding or outbreeding 
depression.
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Materials & Methods
Sample Collection-, Forty six inland lakes, relative to the Laurentian Great Lakes, 
across Ontario (Figure 1; see Table 1 for corresponding lake names) were sampled for 
walleye; the numbers of individuals collected varied across populations (min. n = 82, max. n 
= 1462; mean n = 316). All sampling was conducted by the Ontario Ministry of Natural 
Resources (OMNR) utilizing the Fall Walleye Index Netting (FWIN) sampling protocols 
described by Morgan (2002). FWIN protocols follow a standardized stratified random 
sampling design that is used to assess the relative abundance of walleye and to provide 
estimates of various life history parameters of the target populations (Morgan, 2002). Each 
fish collected was assigned a unique serial number and identified by sex and gonad 
development; total length and round weight data was recorded. Scales, dorsal spines, and / or 
otoliths were collected (for aging) and a subset of the sampled specimens was shipped to the 
laboratory for DNA extraction and genetic analysis.
Lake Parameter Analysis: We selected four lake parameters to characterize local 
lake habitats. The selected parameters exhibit a broad degree of variability across lakes 
(Figure 2; Appendix 1). As a measure of potential available habitat, lake surface area (ha) 
was selected as an indicator of potential available habitat (e.g. see Heath et al., 2001), and the 
lake surface area values were log transformed to reduce the distribution skew. Since fish 
activity and metabolism in temperate zones can be limited by water temperature (Shuter and 
Post, 1990), we used growing degree days (GDD) above 5°C, based on the Ontario climate 
model (Mackey et al., 1996), as an index of lake temperature. Species richness of the fish 
community in each lake was estimated using the total number of species caught during FWIN 
sampling.
19
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Figure 2: Frequency distribution o f selected lake parameters that characterize the 46 walleye lakes 
sampled across Ontario, Canada. Walleye hatchery supplementation effort (log (HEI+1) was 
estimated for the 23 lakes that received supplementation while surface area (log SA), growing 
degree days (GDD), number o f species sampled within each lake (# o f  species) were 
estimated for all 46 lakes.
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Supplementation of populations with artificially propagated (i.e. hatchery) fish is 
usually implemented to restore or augment existing populations. Twenty-three of the 46 
lakes examined were subject to various levels of hatchery supplementation and stocking 
records of each lake were obtained from the Ontario Community Fisheries Involvement 
Program (Kerr, 2002) and the OMNR provincial fish hatchery program (Dimond and Potter, 
1996). A hatchery effort index (HEI) was developed to estimate the magnitude of 
supplementation effort for each lake. HEI is based on the assumption that introduced 
hatchery fish contribute to the mating population, and was calculated for the period for which 
stocking data was available (1946 -  2001) as:
total # of fish stocked
HEI = log surface area x time
where t is the time period in years from the first record of stocking to the year of last 
stocking. HEI data was log transformed to reduce distribution skew (Appendix I).
Life History Traits: We selected six life history traits (LHTs) that are closely 
associated with fitness (i.e. growth, mortality, and reproduction). Life history trait measures 
were based on data collected by the OMNR (Morgan et al., 2003; Appendix II)). We 
selected the age-3 walleye cohort for analysis of LHTs that are age-dependent, since this age 
class had the largest sample size compared to other age classes. The specific LHTs selected 
were: gonadosomatic ratio; relative fecundity; adult mortality; total length at age three; early 
growth rate; and condition factor at age three. All LHTs exhibited a considerable range of 
variation among lakes (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Distribution o f mean population walleye life history traits for 46 lakes across the province 
of Ontario, Canada. Life history traits include: mean population relative fecundity (R.F., 
eggs / g); mean population gonadosomatic index at age 3 (GSL); early growth rate (mm / yr); 
mean condition factor (K3 ; g/mm^) at age 3; mean population total length (TL3 ; mm) at age 
three; annual mortality (A %) by sex for 46 Ontario walleye populations at age 3 where 
available. Open bars = female, filled bars = male.
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Life history trait estimates were analyzed separately for males and females within 
each population since significant differences between sexes are expected (Colby and Nepszy, 
1981; Morgan et al., 2003). FWIN sampling is conducted in the fall, which allows for 
quantitative comparisons of life history traits among populations since it standardizes 
seasonal effects. The LHTs were calculated as follows:
Reproduction: GSI was selected as a measure of reproductive investment of age-3 males. 
Individual GSI3 was calculated for all populations having 10 or more age-3 mature males (N 
= 2 0 ) as the ratio of testis wet weight to total somatic wet weight expressed as a percentage. 
Mean population GSI3 was then calculated as the average over all individuals within a 
population.
Relative fecundity was estimated for individual female walleye in 29 populations 
where a minimum of six or more female egg counts were available as the number of eggs 
divided by the total wet weight. Mean population relative fecundity was then calculated as 
the average over all individuals within a population.
Mortality: Mortality is difficult to measure for wild populations of fish, however indirect 
methods exist that are based on changes in the relative proportion of animals in successive 
year classes. One such method is the Robson -  Chapman’s estimator (Robson and Chapman, 
1961; Ricker, 1975). For our data, we used a modified Robson Chapman’s estimator of 
mortality at age 5 and older since younger fish were subject to sampling bias resulting from 
gear selectivity. The modified Robson -  Chapman’s estimator allows for separate estimates 
of male and female walleye mortality and is expressed as a percent (Morgan et aL, 2003).
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Growth: Total length (mm) at age 3 was used as a measure of growth; however fish size at 
age is often used as an indicator of overall performance (Liskauskas and Ferguson, 1991). 
Following Gallucci and Quin (1979), a reparameterized von Bertalanffy model was used to 
describe population early life growth rate (mm/yr) that includes the time from hatching to 
maturation. Early growth rate (m) was calculated as the product of k and Loo, where k is the 
Brody growth coefficient (i.e.: relative growth rate) and Loo is the asymptotic length (mm).
As an additional growth parameter, Fulton’s condition factor (K) was calculated as an 
indicator of metabolic efficiency and overall performance (Ricker, 1975). Fish with high K 
values generally demonstrate higher growth rates, greater reproductive potential, and higher 
survival rates than individuals with lower K values occupying a similar environment 
(Lambert and Dutil, 1997). K values were calculated from field measurements as wet weight 
divided by the cube of total length, expressed as a percentage. Mean population K values 
were calculated as the average over all individuals within a population.
Genetic Analyses: DNA was extracted from 2182 walleye (mean number of 
individuals per lake n = 47; min. n = 42, max. n = 58; see Table 1) from scales or dorsal 
spines using a Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega Corp. Madison, Wl). 
Extracted DNA was visualized on 1.5% ethidium bromide stained agarose gels on a UV 
transilluminator. All DNA samples that were severely degraded were re-extraeted and 
individuals that failed DNA extraction after the second attempt were eliminated from the 
sample.
Eleven published microsatellite DNA loci were amplified using a polymerase chain 
reaction (PGR). One tri-nucleotide (Svi 2) and 10 di-nucleotide microsatellite loci markers
34
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were analyzed in this study (Table 2). Amplifications were performed on a PTC-255 
thermocycler (MJ Research) using 25 pL reactions. Each 25-pl reaction contained 2.5 pL of 
lOx reaction buffer (Invitrogen), 2.1 pL of 25 mM MgCL, 0.2 pL dNTPS (0.1 mM each 
dNTP), 0.22 pL of 20 pM of each primer, 0.1 pL of Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen), 1.3 
pL of the extracted DNA solution, and ddHiO to complete the 25 pL reaction. The 
optimized PCR conditions determined for walleye included a ‘hot-start’ (Loffert et aL, 1999) 
and a 1.5-minute initial denature cycle (94°C) followed by 35 cycles of a 1-minute denature 
step (94°C), a 1-minute annealing step (variable temperatures - see Table 2), a 1.5 minute 
extension cycle (72°C), ending with a final 5-minute extension cycle (72°C).
Due to overlap in the size range of the amplified fragments, primers were redesigned 
using the flanking sequences o f the repeat regions for six of the markers. Forward and 
reverse primers were redesigned for Svi 2, Svi 4, Svi 9, and Svi 11 and the reverse primer 
was redesigned for Pfla 2 (see Table 2 for redesigned primer sequences). The forward 
primers for all loci were dye labeled, and amplified products were run on ethidium bromide 
stained 1.5% agarose gels and visualized with UV transillumination to confirm successful 
amplification. Microsatellite allele lengths were estimated using a CEQ™ 8000 DNA 
Fragment Analysis System (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA) using CEQ™ DNA 60 -  
400 bp size standard. All microsatellite fragment sizes were rounded to the nearest whole 
repeat number. To confirm repeatability of allele size determination, additional PCR 
amplifications were conducted and compared with previous allele scoring of individuals 
(between 6  -  10 % were re-analyzed for each locus). Repeatability o f alleles scoring had a 
mean value of 97 % across all loci. The number of walleye genotyped per lake ranged from 
42 to 58 (Table 1).
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Table 2: Walleye {Sander vitreus) microsatellite primer sequences, allele size range (bp), 
number of alleles (A), annealing temperature (T), and observed (Ho) heterozygosity of 
sampled walleye across all lakes (n = 2182). Bold text denotes primer sequences redesigned 
from original published sequences.
Locus Primer sequences (5* - 3') bp A T Ho
Pfla 2* F -  GTA AAG GAG AAA GCC TTA AC 
R -  TTA GAA GTG GTC TTG GAG TAG C
240-302 29 48 0.77
Svi 1^ F -  AAA GOT CGG AGA GCC ACT GT 
R -  TGT ATT TGG ATT TCA GCC CTT C
244-304 30 55 0.84
Svi 2^ F -  GTT TTA AGA CAT AAA CAT ACT CTG TA 
R -  ACA AGT GTG TTA GCC AAT CAT
242-290 1 2 54 0 . 6 8
Svi f F -  TTT TGA TGT TTT TCT GAT TAT CG 
R -  AAA GAG CGC TGC TGT AGA ATG
105-159 24 54 0 . 6 6
Svi 5^ F -  CAT ATC CTA CTG TAG TAT GG 
R -  CAA ATC CCA TTT ACA CGC AC
177-225 22 54 0 . 6 8
Svi 7^ F -  GAT GTG CAT ACA TTT ACT CC 
R -  GCT TTA ATC TGC TGA GAA C
174-234 26 53 0.80
Svi 8 ^ F -  GCT TAT ACG TCG TTC TTA TG 
R -  ATG GAG AAG CAA GTT GAG
107-151 2 0 53 0.76
Svi 9^ F -  GGA TCT GTA AAC TTG TCA AAT GGA 
R -  ACG GAT TGG TAA AAC TAC AGA A
330-370 2 1 53 0 . 6 6
Svi 10^ F -  GGT AAT GTA TTT TCA GTT ATT GC 
R -  GCT GTT CTG CAA GTA AAG CC
163-253 43 54 0.82
Svi 11^ F -  TGG TGA AGT CTT GAT GCT GA 
R -  ATT GGG TCA GCC ACT TCA AA
308-451 64 55 0.73
Svi 17^ F -  GCG CAC TCT CGA ATA GGC CCT G 
R -  CGT TAA AGT CCT TGG AAA CC
93-139 15 54 0.64
N ote’ LeClerc et al., 2000’ Wirth et a/., 1999; Borer et a/., 1999
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Measures o f  Genetic Diversity". Heterozygosity is widely used as a measure of 
genetic diversity and reflects recent inbreeding since it is expected to be inversely correlated 
with the recent history of inbreeding (Coulson et al., 1998). Heterozygosity was averaged 
over all loci to yield mean individual heterozygosity. Mean population heterozygosity was 
then calculated as the average over all individuals within a population, hereafter referred to 
as population heterozygosity. We also calculated separate male and female mean 
heterozygosity within each population.
Mean d  ^is also a measure of genetic diversity, but in contrast to mean heterozygosity, 
mean d  ^is a more sensitive measure of distant inbreeding events, and higher values indicate a 
longer time since coalescence due to a greater probability that allele lengths have diverged 
through multiple, independent stepwise mutations (Coulson et al, 1998). While mean d  ^
incorporates components of heterozygosity, Coulson et al. (1998) suggests that, provided 
populations have been separated long enough for allele lengths to diverge, mean S  is also a 
more sensitive measure of outbreeding. Individual mean d  ^was calculated as the squared 
difference in the number of repeats between the two alleles at each locus, averaged across all 
loci. Mean population d  ^was calculated as the average over all individuals within a 
population. Separate male and female mean d  ^values were also calculated.
Wright’s inbreeding coefficient (Fjs) reflects the deviation from Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium (HWE) expectations for the frequency of heterozygotes. Fis values will be 
positive when there are fewer heterozygotes than expected, whereas negative values indicate 
there are more heterozygotes than expected. Fis values were calculated for each population 
at all loci (Table 1) using the program FSTAT 2.9.3 (Goudet, 2001).
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Statistical Analyses'. We tested for deviations from HWE at all loci for each 
population using Tools for Populations Genetic Analyses (TFPGA) software (v. 1.3) by Mark 
Miller (Department of Biological Sciences; Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff AZ 
86011 -  5640) (Table 1). We used an exact test (10 batches, 2000 permutations per batch) 
for each locus, followed by a sequential Bonferroni correction to account for multiple 
simultaneous tests (11 loci x 46 populations = 506 tests).
We tested for differences between male and female walleye life history traits within 
the study lakes using paired sampled -  tests with STATISTICA (v. 6.0; StatSoft, Inc.; Tulsa 
OK). Paired sample t -  tests were used for age-3 length and condition factor, as well as male 
and female population mean adult mortality and early growth rate across all sample lakes.
We tested for relationships between total population mean heterozygosity, mean d ,^ 
and Fis versus the various lake parameters utilizing linear regression analyses, and scatter 
plots of the relationships were visually inspected for possible nonlinear relationships. To 
evaluate the functional relationships between LHTs and genetic diversity, we also used linear 
regression analyses. The relationship between both measures o f female and male population 
mean genetic diversity ( mean heterozygosity and mean d^) and Wright’s inbreeding 
coefficient (Fis) versus the various life history measures were analyzed using STATISTICA 
(v. 6.0). Scatter plots of all relationships were visually inspected for possible nonlinear 
relationships.
Additionally, forward and backward stepwise regression models were used to 
examine complex relationships between genetic diversity and the selected lake parameters. 
Also, genetic diversity and lake parameters were used as independent variables in a stepwise
38
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regression analysis to explain variation in the individual LHTs. All stepwise regression 
models were evaluated using SYSTAT (v. 7.1) software.
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Results
Genetic Variability: The eleven assayed microsatellite loci exhibited a broad range of mean 
locus heterozygosity (min. Ho = 0.49, max. Ho = 0.85, mean Ho across all lakes = 0.73), mean 
d  ^(min. d  ^= 3.14, max. d  ^= 10.5, mean d  ^across all lakes = 7.7), and Fis (min. Fjs = -0.05, 
max. Fis = 0.12, mean Fis across all lakes = 0.04) values across populations (Figure 4). The 
number of alleles amplified per locus ranged from 3 to 32 (Table 2). A table-wide sequential 
Bonferroni test (corrected for a = 0.00002; p = 0.01) resulted in seven walleye populations 
showing single locus-specific significant deviations from HWE (Table 2). The seven lakes 
with loci deviating from HWE were Sidebumed at locus Pfla 2 (Fis = + 0.236, p < 0.001), 
Sakwite at Svi 4 (Fis = + 0.116, p < 0.001), Wakami at locus Svi 4 (Fis = + 0.617, p < 0.001), 
St. Joseph at locus Svi 9 (Fis = - 0.218, p < 0.001), Kagiano at locus Svi 10 (Fis = + 0.087, p 
< 0.001), Savanne at locus Svi 17 (Fis = + 0.374, p < 0.001), and Steel at locus Svi 17 (Fis = 
+0.391, p < 0.001) (Table 2).
Regression Analyses: Regression analyses between lake physical parameters and mean 
heterozygosity and mean d  ^yielded several significant relationships (Table 3). Positive 
associations were found between mean heterozygosity with log (HEI +1), GDD, and number 
of species while mean d  ^was positively associated with log (HEI +1), log SA, GDD, and 
number of species. No significant relationships were found between Fis and lake physical 
parameters. Visual inspection of the scatter plots provided no indication of non-linear 
relationships.
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Figure 4: Frequency distribution of measures of genetic variation of walleye lakes (n = 46) across 
Ontario, Canada. Mean population heterozygosity (Ho), mean population squared allelic 
distance (d )^, and Wright’s inbreeding coefficient (Fis) are presented.
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Table 3: Results of the regression analysis between mean heterozygosity, mean d ,^ and Fis 
and lake physical parameters: hatchery supplementation effort (log (HEI +1)); lake surface 
area (log SA); growing degree days (GDD); number of species caught within each lake (No. 
Species) for Ontario walleye lake populations (n = 46). Boldfaced probability (p) values are 
significant.
Parameter Heterozygosity d' Pis
Slope r2 P Slope r: P Slope r= P
log (HEI +1) 0 . 1 2 0.25 0.015 3.18 0.36 0.002 0.03 0.03 0.42
log SA 0.009 0 . 0 1 0.57 0.72 0 . 1 0 0.037 0 . 0 2 0.07 0.08
CDD 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.25 0.001 0 . 0 0 2 0.09 0.042 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 0.39
No. Species 0.006 0.15 0.011 0.18 0.24 0.001 0 . 0 0 1 0.04 0 . 2 1
Multivariate stepwise regression analyses (a = 0.15) showed a limited number of 
significant lake parameters affecting genetic diversity. GDD was the only lake parameter to 
emerge from the forward and backward stepwise regressions as being significantly correlated 
with population heterozygosity (p < 0.001, r  ^= 0.26). Number of species was the only lake 
parameter in the final model predicting population mean d  ^(p < 0.001, r  ^= 0.24). The two 
stepwise algorithms did not produce consistent models, nor were the individual parameters 
significant for lake parameter effects on Fis.
Paired sample t-tests for male versus female walleye LHT showed significant sex- 
related differences in LHTs. Across all lakes, K for males at age-3 was significantly greater 
than for age-3 females (p < 0.001) while female total lengths at age-3 were significantly
42
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greater than age-3 males (p < 0.05). Population mortality estimates for males and females 
differed significantly (p < 0.01) as did male and female population to (p < 0.01). A positive 
significant relationship across lakes was found between relative fecundity and female length 
at age (r = 0.3948; p < 0.01).
Male and female walleye regression analyses of LHTs versus genetic diversity 
produced a limited number of significant relationships (Table 4). Significant linear 
relationships were observed between male and female walleye mean heterozygosity versus 
population co (Fig. 5a, b). After reviewing the plotted data, one outlying population (West 
Kabenung Lake: Ho = 0.49) was removed to determine if this one population was unduly 
influencing the regression analysis. Reanalysis indicated that the positive relationship 
remained between mean population heterozygosity and co, which was still significant among 
females (p = 0.013) and marginally non-significant for males (p = 0.058). A marginally 
significant negative regression was observed between male Fis and co (Fig. 5c), and a positive 
association between female mean d  ^with co, but after reanalysis with the removal of the 
outlier, those relationships were no longer significant (p > 0.2). Regression between Female 
Fis and co was marginally non-significant (p = 0.06) with a negative slope (Fig. 5d). Visual 
inspection of the univariate scatter plots revealed no evidence of nonlinear relationships for 
any of the fitness traits examined.
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Figure 5: Regression analysis for early growth rate (co) versus mean heterozygosity (H q) (a and b) 
and the inbreeding coefficient (Fis) (c and d). Panel (a): regression of mean male H q and 
early growth for 45 lake populations (r^  = 0.13, P < 0.05). Panel (b): regression of mean 
female Hq and early growth for 44 lake populations (r^  = 0.21, P < 0.005). Panel (c): 
regression of mean male Fis and early growth for 45 lake populations (r^  = 0.14, P < 0.05). 
Panel (d): regression of mean female Fis and early growth for 44 lake populations (r^  = 0.08, 
P = 0.06).
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The multivariate forward and backward stepwise regression analyses (a = 0.15) that 
included genetic diversity measures and lake parameters, produced consistent and significant 
models only for early growth rate (co). Both mean heterozygosity and log SA showed 
significant effects on female co (y = 188.5 (Ho) -  17.2 (log SA); all variables p < 0.05, r  ^-  
0.43). Mean heterozygosity, log SA, and log (HEI + 1) showed significant effects on male co 
(y = 186.5(Hq) -  15.8 (log SA) -  6 . 8  (log (HEI + 1)); all variables p < 0.05, r  ^= 0.50).
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Discussion
We found strong correlations between lake parameters (and hatchery 
supplementation) versus genetic diversity that suggests inbreeding and/or outbreeding is 
occurring in some of the sampled walleye populations. Lake parameters were observed to 
have a significant effect on population genetic diversity, possibly resulting from variation in 
habitat stability and population size. Both of those factors are expected to not only reduce 
genetic diversity, but also to lead to inbreeding, with the possibility of inbreeding depression. 
However, we observed evidence for inbreeding depression only in early growth rate. 
Otherwise, it appears that population heterozygosity, mean d  ^and Fis have weak and non­
significant relationships with our 6  selected life history traits (LHTs), despite the fact that the 
selected LHTs are closely related to lifetime fitness. Since inbred populations may express 
inbreeding depression in one environment and not in another, due to different environmental 
stress response buffers (Pray et a l,  1994), the presence of inbreeding does not imply 
inbreeding depression.
Theoretical expectations predict a positive relationship between population size and 
genetic diversity (Avise, 1994); furthermore population size is likely correlated with habitat 
size (Heath et al., 2002; Morita and Yamamoto, 2002). Thus, a relationship between lake 
size and genetic diversity may be expected, driven by habitat availability. However, 
anthropogenic and stochastic environmental events may also affect genetic diversity, as 
smaller habitats are inherently more variable than larger systems (Jackson et al., 2001), hence 
resulting in recurring population bottlenecks. Other studies have shown a positive 
relationship between habitat size, as an indirect measure of population size, and 
heterozygosity (e.g.: Fischer and Matthies, 1998; Heath et ah, 2002; Yamamoto et al., 2004).
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In this study, there was no significant association between lake surfaee area and 
heterozygosity, but mean d  ^did show a significant relationship with lake surface area. Mean 
d  ^is a sensitive measure of historic population size fluctuations and inbreeding events 
(Marshall and Spalton, 2000). Thus the relationship between population mean d  ^and lake 
surface area may be due to founder effects, weak inbreeding effects, or the mixing of 
divergent populations that are not reflected in heterozygosity. Since lake size is correlated 
with genetic diversity, management of walleye populations in small lakes may require 
different strategies since evolutionary potential may be reduced and the likelihood of 
inbreeding is higher.
As indicators of productivity and habitat diversity, growing degree days (GDD) and 
species diversity were found to have a significant positive relationship with walleye 
population heterozygosity and mean d .^ The effects of climate have been shown to explain a 
significant amount of the variation in walleye life history traits, including growth rate, age at 
maturity, and maximum age (Colby and Nepszy, 1981). Thus, our GDD -  genetic diversity 
relationship may be driven by reduced effective population sizes that are associated with 
colder, northern lakes and associated life history trait patterns. Similarly, sinee the northern 
lakes in this study are beyond the range of many of the other freshwater lake fish species 
(Scott and Crossman, 1998), our measure of species richness may indirectly reflect climate 
effects as well. In fact, the dominant link between species richness and distribution in 
Ontario has been shown to be climate related variables (Mandrak, 1995). Nevertheless, the 
strong association we observed between genetic diversity and species richness was surprising 
and the mechanism behind this relationship is not clear. One possible explanation may be 
that northern lakes are relatively environmentally unstable and less productive than southern
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lakes. Fish populations in northern lakes are generally limited by lower carrying capacities 
(Rigler, 1977), and hence a stochastic environmental event in a northern lake would be likely 
to cause a severe population genetic bottleneck. Independent of the mechanisms behind the 
genetic diversity-species diversity relationship, the relationship should prove useful in 
managing and conserving genetic diversity across broad geographical ranges.
The introduction of cultured fish overrides existing barriers to gene flow among 
populations, especially since hatchery stocks are generally quite genetically divergent from 
the target supplemented population (i.e. Largiadèr and Scholl, 1995; Hansen et al., 2000). 
Hence, hatchery supplementation often alters the genetic structure of potentially locally 
adapted gene pools. These changes could have a detrimental affect on a population’s 
viability and future evolutionary potential (Phillip and Whitt, 1991). We found that the level 
of hatchery supplementation (i.e. HEI) was strongly correlated with both population 
heterozygosity and mean d .^ Even though wild fish generally have a higher survival than 
artificially reared individuals (Hansen et ah, 2000), our data indicate that hatchery walleye 
are surviving. Despite the evidence for hatchery walleye in some populations, the question 
remains whether or not there exists some level of reproductive isolation between wild and 
hatchery walleye. Interbreeding between wild and introduced domesticated fish has been 
documented elsewhere (Largiadèr and Scholl, 1995; Hansen et al., 2000). Since d  ^measures 
the size distance between alleles within individuals, mating between wild and hatchery fish 
should inflate the d  ^if the hatchery and target populations are genetically differentiated. 
Thus, the strong positive linear relationship between d  ^and HEI indicates that genetic 
introgression is likely occurring, and hence inflating d ,^ between the introduced hatchery and 
native walleye.
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We demonstrate significant correlations between lake parameters and hatchery 
supplementation with genetic diversity, and the likely mechanisms driving these relationships 
involve either population size/bottlenecks or breeding between distantly related individuals. 
Therefore, we predicted that the study populations are likely subject to some degree of 
inbreeding or outbreeding. We tested this prediction by regression of various LHTs closely 
associated with fitness with measures of genetic diversity, and found evidence for inbreeding 
depression in early growth, but no evidence for outbreeding depression. The positive linear 
relationship between early growth rate and observed population heterozygosity suggests that 
genetic diversity has an important role during the early life stages of juvenile walleye. In a 
similar study examining genetic diversity and physiological trait correlations, Shikano and 
Taniguchi (2002) found a positive association between salinity tolerance and genetic 
diversity among 17 populations of guppies (Poecilia reticulata). Although it is not possible 
to discriminate between inbreeding depression or heterosis effects from our data, the positive 
association between population genetic diversity and early growth rate, coupled with the 
negative associations observed with Fis, suggest that the effects on early growth rate is a 
consequence of inbreeding due to small effective population sizes. Our results indicate that 
early growth rate is a sensitive life history indicator of inbreeding depression in walleye. 
Early growth rate is a critical LHT for northern freshwater fish populations since individuals 
with higher rates of growth early in life (i.e.: first year after hatching) would likely have a 
higher probability for survival through the first winter. Larger body size prior to the winter 
season reflects higher energy content (Hurst and Connover, 1998), and hence over-wintering 
survival would be higher as fat, protein, and specific energy reserves have been shown to 
decrease critically during the winter period (Berg and Bremset, 1998). Since the amount of
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energy available is related to annual variation (Henderson and Morgan, 2002) and the time 
available for juvenile fish to achieve a minimum size prior to over-wintering is limited for 
freshwater temperate zone fish (Shuter and Post, 1990), fast early growth is a critical survival 
parameter. Furthermore, we suggest that future work involving fitness-related research in 
northern freshwater fish species should include early life traits in preference over later-life 
traits.
In addition to the regression analyses at the population level, we analyzed genetic 
diversity-LHT relationships within each of our 46 sampled populations using individual fish 
life history trait measures: total length at age three, GSl, relative fecundity, and condition 
factor. We found no statistically significant genetic diversity-fitness relationships for LHTs 
in any of the populations after Bonferroni correction (results not shown). This is despite the 
expectation for inbreeding or outbreeding effects within lakes, given the wide variation in 
population size and levels of hatchery supplementation. While these results do not support 
other studies that have reported significant heterozygosity-LHT relationships within 
populations for fish, such as Heath et al. (2002) - relative fecundity, Knaepkens et al. (2002)
- condition factor, and Neff (2004) - reproductive success, it does lend support to other 
studies that have not found evidence of this type of relationship among individuals within a 
population (e.g.: Thelen and Allendorf, 2001; Borrell et a l, 2004). Among-population 
analysis appears to be a more powerful approach for detecting genetic diversity-fitness 
correlations than the more traditional within-population approach. Such a conclusion is not 
surprising since an among-population analysis incorporates a broad geographical distribution 
of populations subjected to variety of environmental conditions.
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In summary, our results indicate that genetic diversity of walleye is strongly 
correlated with lake parameters and hatchery supplementation. We cannot provide a 
conclusive explanation for those relationships; however, population bottlenecks, small 
population size and divergent genotype introductions are likely involved. Although we 
found evidence for inbreeding depression in only one of 6  selected life history traits (early 
growth), the strength and consistency of the associations between early growth and genetic 
diversity indicates that inbreeding depression effects are detectable at the among-population 
level in Ontario inland lake populations of walleye. Our results further suggest that hatchery 
supplemented walleye are genetically affecting wild walleye stocks, but we found no 
evidence for outbreeding depression. As a cautionary note, the fact that we found evidence 
for inbreeding depression effects as well as for genetic effects resulting from hatchery 
supplementation may represent early evidence for an ongoing change in the genetic 
architecture within and among Ontario walleye populations. The potential for increasing 
levels of inbreeding and outbreeding in Ontario walleye may lead to measurable inbreeding 
and outbreeding depression effects and should not be ignored until they become a painful 
reality. Our results are clearly important for the maintenance and conservation of genetic 
diversity as a goal of fisheries management, but also represent a contribution to our 
understanding of the environmental factors that contribute to the observed variation in 
genetic diversity, and hence population genetics of natural populations.
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Chapter 3 
Intra-population genetic structure of Ontario walleye: Evidence of natural and 
anthropogenic mediated gene flow. 
Abstract
Past studies have used mitochondrial DNA to examine the genetic and phylogeographic 
structure of walleye (Sanders vitreus) populations at various geographical scales throughout 
their North American range. In this study, we used 11 microsatellite loci to genotype fish 
from 46 walleye populations taken from the five primary drainages of the province of 
Ontario, Canada. The primary objectives were 1) to determine the spatial distribution of 
genetic variation within and among 46 Ontario walleye populations; and 2) to determine if 
population divergence is primarily due to natural / historic processes or recent anthropogenic 
events. Genetic analyses provide evidence that significant population differentiation exists 
among the 46 sampled walleye populations (F st ~ 0.155, 95% Cl 0.125 -  0.185) across all 
drainage basins. AMO VA partitioned most of the genetic variation to the individual level 
(84.5%), but with significant variation within drainage basins (14.3%) and among the five 
primary drainage basins (1.2%). Neighbour-joining cluster analysis o f populations shows a 
division on a north-south axis but also suggests that gene flow is occurring among 
watersheds within the two major clades. Mantel tests of correlation between pair-wise 
genetic distances and geographical distances yielded one significant within-drainage basin 
correlation (p < 0.05), but no significant relationships were found using all populations 
combined or within the other four drainage basins, indicating that most populations are not 
likely at genetic drift - migration equilibrium. Genotype assignment analyses assigned a high 
proportion of individuals to their population of sampling origin (85%), but 15% of the
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individuals were either assigned to populations other than the individual’s lake of origin, or 
were not assigned at all, in a pattern suggestive of both natural and anthropogenic mitigated 
transfers of walleye among populations. Ontario walleye are not a panmictic population and 
their population structure has resulted from historical, natural and anthropogenic processes.
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Introduction
Molecular genetic methods are commonly used to determine genetic diversity and 
structure within and among populations (e.g. Billington and Strange, 1995; Stepien and 
Faber, 1998; Heath et ah, 2001; among others). Based on the principle that genetic 
differences exist among species and populations, such methods can be employed to 
differentiate between various “stocks”, or populations (Shaklee and Currens, 2003). To infer 
biological significance to genetic structuring among populations, knowledge of the relative 
effects of mutation, random genetic drift, migration, and selection (e.g. Slatkin, 1985) as well 
as geological and geographical factors, (e.g. Gastric et al., 2001) is required. Unlike 
unfettered panmictic populations, geographic, temporal and behavioral reproductive isolation 
(the primary causes of gene flow disruption) allows, over time, genetic divergence among 
populations. Even on a small geographical scale, intra-population genetic differentiation can 
occur, especially if conspecifics inhabit alternative environments such as those found within 
river versus lake habitats (Carvalho, 1993). A significant amount of the variation in genetic 
diversity found among present day North American fish populations can be traced to 
dispersal effects after the Pleistocene lee Age (approximately 12 000 years ago). The 
manner in which the genes of a species disperse over its range has implications regarding the 
demographics, potential for local adaptations to evolve, and the development of genetic 
structure within a species (Garant et al., 2001; Cox and Hebert, 2001). Post-glacial dispersal 
and re-colonization was largely responsible for the current distribution of fish populations 
across North America (Scott and Crossman, 1998; Bernatchez and Wilson, 1998).
Population genetic theory predicts that processes associated with range shifts during the 
Pleistocene, such as fragmentation, range expansion and reduced population size, will impact
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the genetic variation in present day populations (Hanfling et al., 2002). By estimating 
genetic diversity and the phylogeographic relationships among populations, questions 
regarding the ecology and conservation of a species can be addressed.
Conservation of genetic variation within and among fish populations is important 
when considering population viability over the short term (i.e. prevention of inbreeding or 
outbreeding depression) and the maintenance of genetic variation is critical to prevent the 
loss of evolutionary potential over the long term (Allendorf et ah, 1987). In light of this, the 
effective management of fish populations is facilitated by knowledge of population structure 
and genetic diversity of the target species. Confounding factors, such as documented and 
undocumented introductions of fish, can compromise population structure (Shaklee and 
Currens, 2003). Introgression between native fish and supplemented hatchery fish can drive 
changes in genetic diversity, which in turn, can modify genetic divergence among 
populations (Hansen et al., 2000). Determination of population structure is becoming a 
critical issue for effective fisheries management, and molecular genetic techniques are now 
widely used for identifying populations and stocks for both conservation and evolutionary 
purposes (Avise, 2004).
Anthropogenic factors also have the potential to contribute to the genetic architecture 
of a species by altering genetic structure within and among populations (e.g. Nerass and 
Spruell, 2001; Hansen et al., 2001; Yamamoto et al., 2004). Habitat alterations can interrupt 
gene flow and spatially isolate groups of individuals which can then lead to a reduction in the 
genetic diversity resulting in a rapid increase in the rate of genetic drift (Nielsen et al., 1997; 
Yamamoto et al., 2004). Likewise, artificial gene flow (population supplementation) has the 
potential to alter the genetic structure among fish populations. Reductions in genetic
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divergence among supplemented and source populations are expected as allele frequencies 
are homogenized (Miller and Senanan, 2003). On the other hand, population 
supplementation might not necessarily impact the genetic structure of a population over the 
long term (see Ruzzante et al., 2001), which is consistent with the hypothesis that hatchery 
fish exhibit lower fitness in the wild than do wild, native fish (Fleming et al. 2000). This 
implies that native populations have developed beneficial genetic adaptations to the local 
environment, and that introduced individuals are selected against in the same environment. 
Alternatively, if small numbers of fish are introduced relative to the size of the native 
population, their contribution to the gene pool might be small and have undetectable effects 
on the overall population genetic structure in the short term (Brunner et al., 1998). 
Furthermore, detecting the genetic effects of long stocking histories is difficult due to factors 
such as incomplete records regarding the number of individuals introduced and often 
undocumented origins of the stocked fish. Even though hatchery supplementation can serve 
a valuable conservation role, the possible negative effects involving changes to the gene pool 
that result in reduced population fitness must be considered
The source of the Ontario populations of walleye (Sanders vitreus) is attributed to 
colonization events by Missouri, Mississippi and Atlantic glacial réfugia populations 
(Billington et al., 1992; Murdoch and Hebert, 1997). Analyses of mitochondrial (mt) DNA 
have revealed phylogeographic structure and significant population differentiation in walleye 
within the Great Lakes region (e.g. Billington et al, 1992; Stepien and Faber, 1998; Gaft et 
al., 2002; among others). The walleye range in North America includes Quebec and south to 
the west of the Appalachian Mountains to the Gulf coast, northwest to the eastern half of 
Nebraska to North Dakota, north to near the Arctic coast, across the southeast to east coast of
6 6
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upper James Bay (Scott and Crossman, 1998). In Ontario, walleye are found in all of the 
major drainage basins from the Lake Superior / Lake Huron basin in the south to the 
Hudson’s Bay / James Bay basin in the north and Nelson River basin in the northwest to the 
Lake Erie / Lake Ontario and Ottawa River basins in the east. Spawning takes place during 
the spring months when lake resident walleye move to rocky reefs, gravel areas or 
submerged vegetation, or migrate upstream to headwaters or riffle areas to spavra (Jennings 
et al. 1996; Scott and Crossman, 1998). Walleye eggs hatch within approximately two weeks 
and the larvae disperse to open water areas until they move into deeper water habitats as 
juveniles (Stepien and Faber, 1998; Scott and Crossman, 1998). Adult walleye have been 
observed to exhibit migratory behaviour and may migrate as far as 160 kilometres between 
habitats (Becker, 1983; Nepszy et ah, \99\).
Migratory behaviour in walleye may act as a reproductive isolating mechanism if 
individual populations display fidelity to natal spawning sites. The return of offspring to 
natal spawning sites has been well documented in salmonids (for review see Quinn, 1993) 
and this homing limits gene flow resulting in the genetic differentiation among populations. 
Jennings et al.’s (1996) experimental results supports the possibility of natal homing by 
walleye as laboratory reared progeny of river- and reef-spawning walleye populations were 
observed to return to the spawning site of origin. Natal homing may be an important evolved 
behaviour that allows local adaptation and hence contributes to spatial and genetic patterns 
among walleye populations.
In this study we used allele size data from 1 1  microsatellite loci to determine the 
genetic structure of 46 geographically dispersed walleye populations. The objectives of this 
study are 1) to determine if population divergence among 46 sampled walleye populations is
67
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present; and 2 ) to determine if population divergence is primarily due to natural / historic 
processes or recent anthropogenic events. To test for population structure among the 46 
walleye populations, we calculated the degree of population divergence based Fst» across all 
loci. To determine the likely mechanisms driving the population structure we tested for 
isolation-by-distance to determine if population genetic divergence is a result of reproductive 
isolation as a function of increasing geographical distance (Slatkin, 1993). In addition, 
neighbour-joining cluster analysis was used to determine the geographic distribution of the 
population clusters and we performed a hierarchical analysis of molecular variance 
(AMOVA). To attribute the observed unusual pattern of genetic structure to anthropogenic 
or natural processes we evaluated drainage basin level gene flow using genotype assignment 
analyses. We expect that the population structure of Ontario walleye is likely to be a result 
of combined interactions between historical recolonization patterns and ongoing natural gene 
flow, confounded by artificial gene flow due to anthropogenic supplementation and / or 
introductions.
6 8
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Materials and Methods
Sample collection and genetic methods : Detailed descriptions of the data collection is 
provided elsewhere (Chapter 1) and the present study is part of a larger project designed to 
examine the genetic attributes of inland walleye populations. In brief, scales and dorsal 
spines from 2182 walleye from 46 populations were analyzed for microsatellite DNA allele 
variation (Figure 6 ; for corresponding lake name identifiers see Table 5). The mean number 
of individuals analyzed per lake was 47 (min. n = 42 max. n -  58). All samples were 
collected by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) during the fall using the 
Fall Walleye Index Netting sampling protocols as described by Morgan (2002). Scales and / 
or dorsal spines were collected and shipped to the laboratory for DNA extraction and genetic 
analysis. Twenty-three of the 46 populations sampled have been supplemented with hatchery 
reared fish, based on available stocking records (Dimond and Potter, 1996; Kerr, 2002).
Eleven published walleye microsatellite DNA loci were used in this study; however 
we modified five of the primer sets to facilitate the pooling of markers for automated 
sequencing (see Chapter 1 for marker information). DNA was extracted from scale or dorsal 
spines using a Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega Corp. Madison, Wl). 
Optimized PCR amplification conditions, analysis of mierosatellite fragment size scoring, 
and verification of replicate repeatability are described in detail in Chapter 1.
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Genetic analysis : To visualize the genetie relationship among the 46 sampled walleye 
populations, we performed a neighbour-joining (N-J) cluster analysis with Cavalli-Sforza 
and Edwards (1967) chord distance (Dc) using the computer shareware program 
Populations, Version 1.2.26 (CNRS UPR9034; O. Langella, Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique, Laboratoire Populations, Genetique et Evolution, Gif sur Yvette; 
http: // WWW. cnrsgif. fr/pge/bioinfo/populations). Dc, which makes no assumptions 
regarding either constant population size or mutation rates among loci, was used as a 
measure of genetic distance because it has been demonstrated to create accurate 
representations of population tree topologies for relatively closely related populations 
(Angers and Bematchez, 1998). The un-rooted neighbour-joining tree was visualized 
with TREEVIEW software version 1.5.2 (Page, 1996). The degree of population 
divergence was estimated by calculating Fst over all loci across all populations within 
each of the drainage basins. Fst provides a means to quantify the degree of population 
differentiation based on the differences in allele frequency and heterozygosity among 
populations (Haiti and Clarke, 1997). Confidence intervals (95 % Cl) for Fst values 
were generated by bootstrapping samples over loci (Weir and Cockerham, 1984). 
Hierarchieal analysis of molecular variation (AMOVA) (Michalakis and Excoffier, 1996) 
was used to partition observed allele variation within- and among-basins using 
ARLEQUIN (v.2.0, Schneider et al., 2000). Mean drainage basin allelic richness (Ar) 
and observed heterozygosity (Ho) were estimated for all populations separately and 
combined within each drainage basin using FSAT (Goudet, 2001). Allele richness was 
calculated to allow comparisons among populations with different sample sizes (El 
Mousadik and Petit, 1996).
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Natural and anthropogenic effects on population structure
We tested for natural / historic and anthropogenic mechanisms that underlie the 
population structure of the 46 walleye populations in this study. First, regression analysis 
coupled with Mantel tests was used to examine the relationship among pair-wise 
population genetic distances and geographic distances. It is expected that an isolation- 
by-distance model of genetic divergence will result in a linear increase of genetic 
differentiation with geographic separation (Slatkin, 1993). Positive correlations are 
indicative of drift-migration equilibrium and that the population structure is therefore 
stable and undisturbed. We regressed the shortest straight line geographic distance 
between all 1035 pair-wise lake comparisons (distances acquired from Natural Resources 
Canada; www.geonames.nrcan.gc.ca/index_e.php) and pair-wise Dc genetic distances. 
Mantel tests (20 000 permutations) were used as unbiased tests for correlation 
significance for all genetic distance -  geographic distance relationships. We also tested 
for isolation-by-distance relationships among populations within each drainage basin. 
Each of the sampled lakes was assigned to one of the five drainage basins (1 -  Ottawa 
River Basin; 2 -  Nelson River Basin; 3 -  Hudson Bay / James Bay Basin; 4 -  Lake 
Superior / Lake Huron Basin; 5 -  Lake Erie / Lake Ontario Basin) within the province of 
Ontario. Each drainage basin was identified based on the drainage patterns as determined 
by the height of land (identified on a 1:500 000 seale map; Land and Information Branch, 
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, 1992).
To test for anthropogenic effects (i.e. artificial gene flow) on population structure 
we used genotype assignment analyses to identify possible immigrants in each 
population. This approach assigns individuals to a population based on the likelihood of
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its genotype being derived from the allele distribution characterizing each of the sampled 
populations (Paetkau et al., 1995). All assignment tests were performed using the 
software GeneClass2 (Piry et al., 2004) with the Bayesian approach (Baudouin and 
Lebrun, 2001) and Monte-Carlo re-sampling (10 000 replicates; a = 0.001) to test every 
individual for its status as a resident or migrant individual (Paetkau et al., 2004). We 
considered individuals to be self-assigned to the lake of origin if the likelihood of 
assignment was more than 10% higher than the next most likely assigned lake. If the 
likelihood difference between the most likely and the next most likely assignment was 
less than 10% the individual was unassigned. If the most likely assigned population was 
more than 1 0 % greater than all other population assignment likelihoods, but the assigned 
population was not the lake of origin, then the fish was identified as a probable migrant. 
The 10% threshold was chosen as it yielded a relatively high percentage (85%) of 
successful assignments.
To examine the influence of hatchery supplementation on the overall genetic 
population structure of the sampled populations, we separated the hatchery supplemented 
and the un-supplemented populations and calculated the overall Fst for both groups. A 
difference in the F$t is expected if genetic introgression between wild and hatchery 
supplemented individuals is altering the genetic structure by homogenizing the allele 
frequencies among supplemented populations (Largiadèr and Scholl, 1995). We used 
FSTAT to calculate Fst over all loci among the hatchery supplemented lakes and 
separately for all of the lakes with no record of hatchery supplementation. Confidence 
intervals (95 % Cl) were generated with 15 000 bootstraps over loci. A paired sample t-
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test was used to test for a significant difference between the estimates of Fst from the two 
groups.
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Results
Among populations and drainage basin genetic diversity
Neighbour-joining cluster analysis using the Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards (1967) 
chord distance (Dc) provided a fine scale resolution of the population structure for the 46 
walleye populations (Figure 7). None of the five drainage basins formed distinct clusters; 
however, the general pattern observed indicated two clades that grouped the populations 
in a north -  south separation (Figure 7). This separation is highlighted on the map of 
Ontario and on the phylogram by a dashed line (Figures 6  and 7). The sampled 
populations above the dashed line represent the northern clade (Figure 7). Note that three 
of the populations were placed in clades that did not agree wdth the general north -  south 
pattern. The Wolfe (lake ID# 45) and Deer Lake (ID# 5) populations, which are located 
in southern Ontario, clustered among populations within the northern clade, whereas 
Young Lake (ID# 46), which is located north-west of northern Lake Superior, clustered 
within the southern clade. One other distinct clustering of walleye populations consisted 
of Moira Lake (ID# 22), Mink Lake (ID# 20), and French River (ID# 10; Figure 7). The 
distinct clustering of these three populations does not appear to reflect geographic 
location (Figure 6 ), and may be the result of high levels of hatchery walleye 
supplementation to these populations (see Appendix I).
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Figure 7; Unrooted neighbour-joining tree for 46 Ontario walleye populations generated from 
genetic chord distance matrix (Cavalli and Sforza and Edward, 1967) calculated using 11 
microsatellite loci. North and south clades delineated by dashed line; numbers in parentheses 
correspond with primary drainage basin (see Figure 6 ).
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Estimates of genetic variation for the sampled walleye populations were not 
uniform across the five major Ontario drainage basins (Table 6 ). Estimates of 
population Ho and A r ranged form 0.69 -  0.79 and 9.1 -  10.9 respectively. The Fst 
value across all 46 populations was 0.155 (95% Cl 0.125 - 0.185; Table 6 ) but population 
pair-wise F st values exhibited a wide range of values (Figure 8 ). Estimates of population 
differentiation (F st) likewise varied among the five individual drainage basins. The two 
drainage basins having the lowest values of Hq and A r showed the greatest degree of 
population structure (Hudson Bay / James Bay, F st = 0.16; Lake Superior / Lake Huron, 
Fst = 0.194; Table 6 ). The Fst values for these two drainage basins were significantly 
greater than the other three basins as indicated by the non-overlapping 95% confidence 
intervals (Table 6 ). The Lake Erie / Lake Ontario drainage basin was observed to have 
the lowest degree of population structure (Fst = 0.081; Table 6 ), which is significantly 
lower than the other four drainage basins as indicated by the 95% confidence interval, but 
exhibits the highest values of Ho and A r . The Fst 95% confidence intervals for the 
Ottawa River Basin (F st = 0.11) and the Nelson River Basin (F st -  0.11) overlapped; 
however, both differed significantly from the other three basins. Mantel tests carried out 
within each of the five drainage basins yielded one significantly positive relationship 
between pair-wise Dc and geographical distance; the Nelson River Basin (Mantel test, P 
< 0.05, r  ^= 0.09; Figure 9). Partitioning of the molecular variance by AMO VA yielded 
the highest contribution from within populations (84.5 %, p < 0.001), although there was 
a significant within-basin component as well (14.3 %, p < 0.001) while the among-basin 
component was the lowest, but still significant ( 1 . 2  %, p < 0 .0 1 ).
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Table 6 : Estimates of within primary drainage basin observed heterozygosity (Ho), 
allelic richness (A r), and population divergence (F st)  with 95% confidence intervals 
(Cl), for the combined 46 walleye populations (All) and for n populations from each of 
the five drainage basins in Ontario, Canada (1 - Ottawa River Basin; 2 - Nelson River 
Basin; 3 -  Hudson Bay / James Bay Basin; 4 -  Lake Superior / Lake Huron Basin; 5 -  
Lake Erie / Lake Ontario Basin: see Figure 6 ).
Basin n Ho A r F st 95% Cl
All combined 46 0.76 9.9 0.16 0.125-0.185
1 Ottawa River 6 0.76 10.9 0 . 1 1 0.078-0.144
2 Nelson River 1 0 0.75 1 0 . 6 0 . 1 1 0.071-0.134
3 Hudson Bay/James Bay 1 0 0.73 9.3 0.16 0.131-0.191
4 Lake Superior/Lake Huron 15 0.69 9.1 0.19 0.156 - 0.232
5 Lake Erie/Lake Ontario 5 0.79 1 1 0.08 0.053 -0.108
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Figure 8: Frequency histogram o f Fst values calculated using 11 microsatellite loci for 1035 pair­
wise comparisons among 46 walleye populations in Ontario.
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Figure 9: Isolation-by-distance relationship between Nelson River drainage basin population 
pairs using pair-wise genetic chord distance (Dc; Cavali-Sforza and Edwards, 1967) versus 
geographic distance (km) for walleye populations in the province of Ontario, Canada. The 
regression equation is shown (r^  = 0.1, P < 0.05, Mantel test).
Natural and anthropogenic effects on population structure
GeneClass2 was used as an indirect method to test for admixture among 
populations, indicative of possible gene flow. The average proportion of individuals self­
assigned to their population of origin (source population) across all lakes was 0.85.
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Scugogg Lake and Young Lake had the highest proportion of individuals assigned to 
populations other than the lake of origin (0.15 and 0.3 respectively) indicating likely 
introgression. Surprisingly, all of the individuals sampled from Sakwite and Wolfe lakes 
were not successfully assigned to any one population, which may be indicative of 
admixture of populations due to migration or hatchery supplementation from a source 
population not included within this study. Where individuals were assigned to 
populations different from their lake of origin, the majority of individuals were generally 
assigned to one of four lakes (10% - Big Gull; 33% - Mink; 13% - Rice; 30% - 
Skootamatta; see Table 1). Pair-wise analysis of population differentiation (F st)  among 
hatchery supplemented populations and among populations that have no record of being 
supplemented revealed a lower level of population differentiation among hatchery 
populations (Fst = 0.142; 95% Cl = 0.117 -  0.166) than non-supplemented populations 
(F st = 0.167; 95% Cl = 0.131 -  0 .2 0 2 ). The level of population differentiation between 
the two groups was significantly different as indicated by a paired sample t-test (t = -5.2, 
df = 504, p < 0.001).
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Discussion
Population Structure within and among Drainage Basins
A moderate amount of genetic population structure was found to exist among 
inland lake walleye populations across Ontario. Population genetic differentiation in 
walleye populations was not unexpected since these populations are likely the result from 
colonization from multiple réfugia and have been geographically reproductively isolated 
to varying degrees for up to 12 000 years. The lakes surveyed contain genetically distinct 
populations and the divergence exhibited a wide range of variability with a maximum 
observed pair-wise F st of 0.37 and minimum of 0.011  (Figure 4). The overall F st 
(0.155) for walleye populations in this study was comparable to the level of divergence in 
Lakes Erie and St. Clair walleye using a measure analogous to Fst for mtDNA, cpsT = 
0.131 (Stepien and Faber, 1998). The close agreement between the two divergence 
estimates is despite differing mutation rates and very different sampling designs. The 
level of population differentiation for walleye is similar to the level of mierosatellite 
DNA population differentiation observed among 35 northeastern populations of lake 
resident lake whitefish, Coregonus clupeaformis, (F st = 0.161; Lu et al., 2001) on a 
comparable geographical scale. However, to our knowledge, no published studies have 
examined genetic population structure of walleye among inland lakes, although a number 
of studies have been published on the walleye populations of the Great Lakes (Todd and 
Haas, 1993; Billington et al., 1992; Stepien and Faber, 1998; Gatt et al., 2002).
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Hierarchical analysis of the population differentiation indicated that the pattern of 
genetic differentiation among populations was not as expected. Gene flow within a 
drainage basin would be expected to produce equal or less genetic differentiation within 
drainage basins relative to among drainage basins. For example, observations of 
European populations of Arctic charr (Salvelinus alpinus) Brunner et al. (1998) note that 
in these lake resident populations 18 % of the mierosatellite genetic variance explained 
was among-drainage basins, and 19.2 % of the variance explained was within-drainage 
basins. A similar pattern of mierosatellite variance was reported for among basins vs. 
within basins (8 .8 % and 7.9% respectively) in North American lake cisco {Coregonus 
artedi) populations (Turgeon and Bematchez, 2001). In contrast, we observed that more 
than 10 times of the genetic variance explained at the within drainage basin level (14.3%) 
relative to among drainage basins (1.2%). Similar results were reported by Gastric et al. 
(2001) for brook charr {Salvelinus fontinalis) from five major drainage basins in Maine, 
where they observed that within drainage basin explained variance was approximately six 
times higher than among-drainage basin explained variance (0.203 and 0.037, 
respectively). Although the precise mechanisms for the greater explained within- 
drainage basin variance are unclear, these results may possibly reflect departure from 
migration-drift equilibrium or gene flow between drainage basins. Departure from 
migration-drifit equilibrium would suggest that the amount of time since postglacial 
colonization has been insufficient for the accumulation of genetic differences among 
drainage basins (Gastric et al., 2001). In addition, natural gene flow and / or hatchery 
reared progeny from one population to supplement another population (anthropogenic 
gene flow) cannot be mled out as a possible factor, especially since the supplementation
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of walleye populations is common within Ontario. Gene flow between drainage basins is 
expected to reduce population genetic differentiation (Waples, 1994), and hence possibly 
result in the low among-drainage basin variance explained, but relatively high within 
drainage basin variance explained (Heath et ah, 2001; Miller and Kapuscinski, 2003).
Neighbour-joining cluster analysis also indicates that inter-basin gene flow is a 
likely factor resulting in greater levels of population structure within-drainage basins than 
among-drainage basins. The phenogram depiets the populations as being loosely 
clustered by drainage basin with populations intermingled among drainage basins instead 
of being grouped within their respective drainage basins; populations within the Nelson 
River basin (drainage basin 2; Figure 2) exhibit the strongest within basin clustering. As 
mentioned above, gene flow, natural or anthropogenic, could account for this pattern, as 
the introduction of fish for supplementation purposes among primary drainage basins 
could further weaken drainage basin differentiation, with weaker effects on the within 
basin structure. Despite the low degree of differentiation among drainage basins, 
population structure is evident among walleye.
The neighbour-joining cluster analysis provides evidence of anomalous gene 
flow between walleye populations that did not generally clustered geographically, 
irrespective of the primary drainage basin of origin, but gene flow generally did not occur 
between the north versus south clades (Figure 2). Evidence from the cluster analysis is 
made somewhat ambiguous by the placement of two southern lakes (Wolfe and Deer 
lakes) into the northern clade and one northern lake (Young Lake) being placed into the 
southern clade. The individual grouping patterns of the populations within the clades is 
somewhat less distinct and, again may be indicative of migration by individuals (i.e. gene
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flow) between geographically proximate lakes within and among basins. If gene flow is 
occurring among geographically close populations, then the isolation-by-distance model 
is expected to be valid, but our neighbour-joining cluster analysis also shows a close 
association among some populations that are geographically distant. This observation is 
not readily explainable by natural gene flow between populations because even a few 
migrants per generation would homogenize allele frequencies among populations, nor is 
it explained by the divergence of allele frequencies in populations that are relatively 
isolated (Miller and Senanan, 2003). Although it has been shown that Ontario walleye 
have likely originated from three glacial réfugia (Todd and Haas, 1993; Billington et al., 
1992; Murdoch and Hebert, 1997), our data identifies only two glacial réfugia as being 
more likely, and such a historical genetic signature may be the explanation for the 
observed division into a north-south clade.
Natural and Anthropogenic Influences on Population Structure
Isolation-by-distance is expected based on a stepping-stone model of population 
divergence (Kimura and Weiss, 1964) and is used as a basis to predict increasing genetic 
differences with increasing separating distance. However this relationship may be 
confounded by natural and anthropogenic factors that can influence population 
differentiation among freshwater fish populations. Substantial genetic differentiation is 
expected among populations of a freshwater species as populations become isolated from 
one another due to past vicariance events (Senanan and Kapuscinski, 2000) in 
combination with species-specific dispersal limitations (Carvalho, 1993). The Nelson 
River Basin, the only primary drainage basin to exhibit evidence for within drainage
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basin clustering as depicted by the neighbour-joining analysis, was also the only basin to 
provide evidence for isolation by distance, suggesting that those populations are probably 
approaching genetic equilibrium (Slatkin, 1993, Hutchinson and Templeton, 1999). This 
positive correlation may be simply due to low levels of anthropogenie disturbances 
among these extreme north-west populations, or that gene flow among the populations 
follows a stepping-stone model. There was no evidence of isolation-by distance among 
the 46 sampled populations or for the other four drainage basins. The failure to show an 
isolation-by-distance relationship at either scale for those groups suggests that they are 
not at migration-drift equilibrium (Hutchinson and Templeton, 1999), which may be a 
consequence of recent colonization of the sampled lakes or that isolation-by-distance may 
be weak or undetectable over large geographic scales (Gastric and Bematchez, 2003), but 
may be present at a smaller geographic scale between geographically close populations 
(Hutchinson and Templeton, 1999). It seems unlikely that the time since colonization 
would have been solely responsible for the isolation-by-distance pattem observed in the 
Nelson River Basin as it would likely have been colonized on a latitudinal dine similar to 
other basins as the glaciers retreated. Geographical scale and artificial gene flow appears 
to be the most likely explanation for the isolation-by-distance pattem for the sampled 
populations as this basin encompasses populations that are closer together relative to the 
other basins, thus we suspect that smaller basins would be better suited for a stepping- 
stone model describe dispersal as opposed to the larger primary drainage basins (i.e.
Lake Superior / Lake Huron Basin, Hudson Bay / James Bay Basin)
Genotype assignment analyses are being used by fisheries managers primarily to 
determine possible population admixture due to cryptic migration, or to quantify the
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possible genetic impact of artificial supplementation programs. We had expected that 
artificial gene flow would have an effect on the population structure because the transfer 
or supplementation of non-native fish can result in a reduction in genetic diversity among 
populations (Ryman et al., 1995). For example, among 32 populations of Atlantic salmon 
(Salmo salar) in Denmark that have been exposed to variable levels of supplementation 
effort, there was significantly lower population differentiation among hatchery 
supplemented populations compared to populations with limited or no stocking (Ruzzante 
et al., 2001). We observed that hatchery supplemented walleye populations in Ontario 
were significantly more similar to one another than non-stocked populations (p < 0.001), 
based on pair-wise Fst comparisons between hatchery and non-hatchery supplemented 
walleye populations. In addition, the majority of genotype assignments identified 
individuals as belonging to their sampled source population (85 %) and a much lower 
proportion of individuals (12 %; see Table 1) were not assigned to any population. The 
inability of the model to assign individuals to a specific population is likely a result of the 
population of origin not being included in the analysis, or the individuals were the 
progeny of introgression, again with unknown source populations (Baudouin et al.,
2004). Interestingly, 3 % of the individuals were assigned to other source populations 
with the majority of individuals being assigned to one of four lakes. The assignment of 
individuals to a population other than the sampled source population (mis-assignment) 
provides statistical evidence of gene flow among the sampled walleye populations 
(Paetkau et al., 2004). Where individuals were assigned to a population not of sample 
origin, 86% of the individuals were assigned to four populations located in south-eastern 
Ontario (Big Gull, Skootamatta, Mink, and Rice lakes), but not all mis-assignments were
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associated with known stocking records; 24% of the sampled populations have no record 
of being stocked but do have individuals assigned to other populations. Some of the 
anomalous individual assignments (i.e. 30% of the sampled individuals from Young Lake 
were assigned elsewhere; Table 1) reflect probable human mediated gene flow as the 
identified source populations included ones that were geographically distant (e.g. > 
1000km). Although genotype assignments indicated that only a small fraction of the fish 
appeared to be migrants (approximately 3%), the genetic structure of Ontario walleye 
reflects human mediated effects. Nevertheless, consideration of conservation and 
ecological concerns are necessary as introgression between native and introduced 
individuals may eventually erode the overall genetic population structure and 
compromise local adaptations in the populations involved (reviewed in Allendorf & 
Waples, 1996).
In summary, moderate to high levels of population structure were found among 
the 46 sampled populations, as well as at the finer geographical scales o f individual 
drainage basins. Our results indicate that Ontario walleye populations are genetically 
differentiated into northern and southern clades, which is likely a result of post-glacial 
colonization events. Within each clade, neighbour-joining analysis suggests that gene 
flow is occurring among populations and drainage basins, and this gene flow is not 
simple dispersal, but rather likely due to anomalous fish movement since we found no 
evidence for genetic isolation by distance within four of the five drainage basins. 
Genotype assignment analysis also indicated that the population structure of walleye in 
upland Ontario lakes is primarily due to historic geographic isolation among the sampled 
populations, but with a substantial component of gene flow that is best explained by
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human-mediated fish transfers. The evidence of anthropogenic contributions to the 
population structure of walleye, supported by hatchery lakes exhibiting lower Fsx relative 
to un-supplemented populations, has important evolutionary and conservation 
implications for walleye. Management activities, such as population supplementation 
and harvest practices, need to take into account that without some degree of consideration 
for the genetic structure of a species, the homogenization of the genetic structure within 
and among populations will reduce long-term persistence within its range in a stochastic 
environment.
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Chapter 4 
Discussion and Conclusion
The objectives of this study were to investigate the genetic diversity and 
population structure of Ontario walleye with the following specific goals: 1) to determine 
the relationships between lake parameters and population genetic diversity estimators and 
genetic diversity and life history traits, which are critical components of fitness (Chapter 
2); 2) to investigate for population structure among the 46 sampled walleye populations 
(Chapter 3); and 3) to determine if population divergence is primarily due to natural 
processes or recent anthropogenic events (Chapter 3).
The genetic diversity and population structure of walleye have been considerably 
influenced by past glacial events and have undoubtedly resulted in changes to habitat and 
range. The population structure of Ontario walleye has been affected by post-glacial 
dispersal and reproductive isolation that has resulted in limited migration (gene flow) 
among populations. As we have shown, there is a well defined division between northem 
and southem walleye populations indicating restricted gene flow. Varying selection 
pressures across the walleye range has likely contributed further to the genetic diversity 
observed among current populations. As was observed, genetic diversity of walleye is 
strongly influenced by lake habitat parameters possibly reflecting the variation in habitat 
stability and population size. Generally, larger habitats (i.e. lakes) have the potential to 
support greater numbers of individuals; lake size was found to have a significant 
influence on genetic diversity. This observation has implications for the management of 
smaller lake populations since smaller systems tend to be at greater risk than larger 
systems to stochastic events, which could result in smaller effective population sizes and /
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or recurring severe bottlenecks that could increase the incidence of inbreeding and 
expression of deleterious alleles. The influence of climate effects on population size can 
also have a significant effect on genetic diversity across populations. The variability of 
productivity and carrying capacity among lakes would restrict population size, and thus 
genetic diversity. Finally, transfers of fish among populations, either by authorized stock 
transfers of individuals for supplementation purposes or by “bait-bucket-biologists” to 
supposedly improve or create a fishery, have had an effect on the genetic diversity of 
walleye. Introgression between native and introduced individuals can genetically 
homogenize populations, and thus reducing genetic differentiation among populations. 
Nevertheless, natural and anthropogenic effects have impacted the genetic diversity and 
population structure driven by changes in the probability of inbreeding (i.e. small 
population size or genetic bottlenecks) or outbreeding (i.e. hatchery supplementation).
Genetic diversity has an important role in the long-term persistence of a species, 
which becomes evident as individual populations persistence in changing environments. 
Positive correlations between genetic diversity measures and lake parameters and 
hatchery supplementation are likely due to inbreeding as a result of small population 
sizes and / or recurring bottlenecks or outbreeding between distantly related individuals.
It appears that inbreeding depression was limited among the sampled walleye populations 
and was only detectable at the early life stages of juvenile walleye across populations, but 
there was no evidence suggesting outbreeding depression. Positive associations between 
population genetic diversity and early growth rate, coupled with the negative associations 
with Fis, suggest that the effect on early growth rate is a consequence of inbreeding due 
to small effective population sizes. This relationship could have critical implications for
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the long term persistence of small populations as juvenile walleye may not survive to 
sexual maturity to contribute to future generations.
Introgression between wild and hatchery reared individuals can alter the genetic 
structure within and among populations through the introduction of novel alleles that may 
reduce beneficial genetic adaptations that have evolved within a specific habitat, and by 
increasing the genetic similarity among stocked populations. The removal of 
reproductive isolating barriers by transfers of fish stocks among populations (artificial 
gene flow) can drive genetic homogenization of populations. Among the walleye 
populations sampled, those populations supplemented with hatchery reared individuals 
were significantly less differentiated than populations of native origin. The positive 
linear relationship between genetic diversity estimates (d^) and the magnitude of hatchery 
supplementation effort indicate that genetic introgression is likely occurring between the 
introduced hatchery and native walleye, but as mentioned above, there is no evidence of 
outbreeding depression in walleye populations.
In this study, we identified a significant level of population structure and genetic 
diversity among 46 widely dispersed walleye populations across the province of Ontario 
using microsatellite DNA. Such an approach allowed us to detect for large scale 
environmental effects on genetic diversity, and in turn determine if  these changes in 
genetic diversity were associated with environmental variation and translated into 
inbreeding or outbreeding depression. The power of such a large genetic survey, as 
conducted in this study, is important because of its robustness and captures a greater 
range of genetic variability than a smaller scaled study could. Our results are thus
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important for the maintenance and conservation of genetic diversity and evolutionary 
potential of a species as a goal of fisheries management, and contributes to further our 
understanding of the environmental and anthropogenic factors that contribute to the 
genetic diversity of a species, and hence population genetics of natural populations.
Management Implications
The data from this study indicate that factors influencing genetic diversity, 
population viability, and the overall population structure have serious evolutionary and 
conservation implications for walleye populations. Prior to this study, knowledge of the 
genetic diversity and population structure of inland walleye populations in Ontario was 
non-existent. Past management activities, such as hatchery supplementation, have altered 
the genetic architecture of some populations while others have remained relatively 
undisturbed. The data from this study provides evidence that Ontario walleye 
populations are genetically differentiated.
Even though there are numerous walleye populations within Ontario it would take 
an enormous amount of resources to manage each on an individual basis. I would 
propose that it would be more feasible to manage populations on the basis of relatively 
small watershed units, relative to current practices. Since walleye hatchery enhancement 
is common practice within Ontario, the brood stock should originate from the target 
population in order to eliminate the possibility of introducing new alleles or possibly 
weaken / eliminate local adaptations that have developed over time. By designing 
broodstock capture programs to simulate natural effective population sizes, or as close to 
it as possible, would guard against stocking too few progeny of limited genotypes.
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The use of native or genetically similar stocks for supplementation programs will 
help preserve unique and potentially locally adapted genotypes of native Ontario upland 
walleye populations. Because of the numerous genetically differentiated stocks of 
walleye throughout Ontario, management practices may need to adjust to managing 
populations at a smaller scale for genetic conservation purposes. Small scale 
management areas would, to a large degree, increase the probability of long-term 
population viability and evolutionary potential instead of being managed as a few large 
populations inhabiting arbitrarily designated management areas.
The genetic techniques used in this study can and should continue to be used to 
provide information necessary for the management and enhancement of Ontario walleye 
populations. Sampling and collection of life history data and tissue for DNA analyses 
should therefore continue to allow for the monitoring of changes in genetic diversity 
among populations. This would be extremely useful in detecting temporal changes in 
genetic variation that may possibly expose reductions in fitness due to inbreeding / 
outbreeding effects, especially for walleye populations subject to heavy anthropogenic 
influences (e.g. harvest rates, habitat destruction, intense supplementation). Additional 
genetic surveys of walleye populations throughout Ontario are therefore recommended to 
further identify the population structure of walleye for improved management capabilities 
and to expand the understanding of walleye biology and population genetics.
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